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Netent unleashes new Hero Wilds feature, 
Destroy Feature and Boss Fights in Wild 
Worlds 

  

Superhero-themed slot sees players fight mighty monsters as they travel 
through realms of Ice, Fire and Dark Forest.  

 

NetEnt has dialled up the entertainment with the introduction of exciting, first-time features in 
its latest release, Wild WorldsTM. 

The 5x5 cluster match 3-slot is a multi-level gaming experience with big-win potential and 
discovery. It contains three thrilling Free Spins worlds, where heroes attack evil monsters 
with different game mechanics.  
 
Each world includes its own special features: Dark Forest (Spreading Wilds), Ice World 
(Heavy Wilds) and Fire Lands (Random Wilds), with a player’s destination determined by a 
spin of the wheel that reveals what Free Spins world they get into.   
 
The release of Wild Worlds sees the debut of the base game’s Destroy Feature, which 
removes symbols of all colour but one on activation, and Hero Wilds, which turns all high pay 
symbols of the same type into Wilds whenever there is a win on a premium symbol. 

“We are very proud to welcome Wild Worlds to the NetEnt portfolio – it is a game like no 
other,” said Bryan Upton, NetEnt Director of Games. 

“Again, we’ve listened to our customers and players. They wanted games with elements of 
discovery, something different and entertaining. So, we have taken this game in a bold and 
new creative direction and the result is an incredible visual journey that is sure to captivate 
players. What’s exciting is the unseen levels of storytelling and content that will boost 



 
 

engagement and ensure it becomes a standout game. Try defeating the boss and see what 
happens…” 

Play Wild Worlds Video Slot for free here 
 
 
For additional information please contact:  
press@netent.com  
 
 

NetEnt AB (publ) is a leading digital entertainment company, providing premium gaming solutions to the world’s  
most successful online casino operators. Visit www.games.netent.com to try our games. Since its inception in 

1996, NetEnt has been a true pioneer in driving the market with thrilling games powered by their cutting-edge 

platform. With innovation at its core, NetEnt is committed to helping customers stay ahead of the competition. 

NetEnt is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm (NET-B), employs 900 people and has offices in Stockholm, Malta, Kiev, 

Gothenburg, New Jersey, Krakow and Gibraltar. www.netent.com 
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